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BINS FOR DOG EXCRETA 
VACUUM CLEANER

Dog excrements bin „FIDO” 25 l

Type: 3822 (without a magazine for bags)
- Made of heavy-duty plastic, its lid is sturdy and self-closing. 

- Bin is equipped with a removable plastic container with a stain-
less handle and universal lock. The inner container cannot only
be emptied but also cleaned and disinfected. 

- Bin is installed to the steel galvanized post suitable for fixing
with concrete (Type: 6999) which must be ordered extra. 

- Bag packaging can be ordered with the bin (Type: 7139).

Type: 3822-Z (with a magazine for bags)

Type: 7139 Bags for dog excreta for bins 3822-Z and 3823-Z (20 rolls 50 bags each).

Vacuum cleaner for tiny waste and excrements
Type: 3825

- It can be used reliably everywhere that order and tidiness must
be ensured. In particular in parks, playgrounds, city public
grounds. It proved useful in an excellent way for collection of
butts, tiny waste and dog excrements. 

- Recommended period of operation from 1 to 4 hours a day. In
case of need of the vacuum cleaner more intensive use, ask for
an individual offer.

Dog excrements bin „RETRIEVER” 35 l

Type: 3823 (without a magazine for bags)
- Bin container is made of heavy-duty plastic, drop-in hole of

painted steel. The container is equipped with frame for bags.
The lid is provided with a triangular lock. 

- Bin is installed to the steel galvanized post suitable for fixing
with concrete (Type: 6999) which must be ordered extra. 

- Bag packaging can be ordered with the bin (Type: 7139).

Type: 3823-Z (with a magazine for bags)

Technical data:
Engine ....................................... two-stroke Stihl
Cubic capacity .......................... 27.2 cm3

Output ..................................... 0.7 kW / 0.95 k. 
Fuel mixture ............................. 1:50 
Fuel ........................................... Natural 95 
Max. airflow ............................ 710 m3/hr. 
Collecting tank capacity .......... 120 l 
Suction tube diameter ............ 60 mm 
Weight ..................................... 26 kg 

380 x 315 x 570 mm

25 l3.7 kg
450 x 297 x 675 mm

35 l7.1 kg

Type: 7139
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